Banach and Frechet algebras with a Laurent series generator are investigated leading, via the discrete Beurling algebras, to functional analytic characterisations of the holomorphic function algebras on the annulus as well as the C°° -algebra on the unit circle.
INTRODUCTION
A linear associative unital algebra A is a Frechet algebra if A is a complete metrisable topological algebra whose topology is defined by a sequence (Pfc) fc>1 of submultiplicative seminorms. Further, a Frechet algebra A has a Laurent series generator x if Frechet algebra with the topology denned by the norms {q r : 0 < r < ri}. The Frechet algebra H(T(r 2 ,ri]) is analogously defined. Let .//(r^.rx]) = {/ € C(r[r 2! r!]) : / e # ( r ( r 2 , r 0 ) , f(z) = E A n z n satisfying ||/|| := £ |A n |r£+ E |An|rf n€Z n<0 n>0
is a Banach algebra with a Laurent series generator and with norm | | | | r 2 r i . Let C°°(T) be the Frechet algebra of all C°°-functions on T with the topology of uniform convergence on F of functions and all their derivatives.
We shall prove that a Laurent series generated Frechet algebra having the unique oo expression property is isomorphic to the Beurling Frechet algebra f] £ 1 (Z,w fc ) for an fc=i increasing sequence (wfe) fc>1 of weights on Z . This, in turn, will be used to prove the following main Theorem. We say that a Laurent series generator a; of a Frechet algebra (^4, {pk}) satisfies the condition (*) if (i) there exists Mi > 0, M 2 > 0 and for each k € N, there exists m^ € N such that for sufficiently large n) shows that H{T{T2,T{)) is a uniform Frechet algebra with a Laurent series generator. This compares with Lemma 3.9 stating that an infinite dimensional Banach algebra with a Laurent series generator and having the unique expression property can never be a uniform Banach algebra.
For a weight u o n Z, let p 2 := sup{w(n) 1 ' n : n < 0} and p\ := inf{w(n) 1^" : (1) and (2) 
